Issue 19 — October 2016
FreeFlow aims to share information and
market intelligence to help our customers in
the MMA industry grow and prosper.
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News in brief
Welcome
to the October 2016
issue of FreeFlow
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Zero harm is our goal.

Peter Snodgrass
Sales & Marketing
Director
Monomers EMEA
It’s with real pleasure that I introduce this
issue of FreeFlow. Lucite International
has recently completed a programme
of work to refocus and clarify our
purpose, vision and values. Through
this enlightening and award-winning
work (see News in Brief opposite)
we’ve established that much of what
we do – through the provision of our
products and service solutions – helps
‘shape’ a world that is ‘lighter, brighter
everywhere’. We are now using the
action-oriented word, ‘shaping’ to help
further align how we grow and develop
as a business and partner for our
customers today and in the future.
With that in mind, we’ve dedicated
this issue of the magazine to illustrate
some of the ways in which we are
working together with you to shape a
brighter, safer, more connected and
sustainable future for us all.
Top of the list is the multi-award
winning Alpha technology; we review
its 20-year history and catch up with
the Alpha 2 team to hear about their
experiences of delivering another
successful plant in KSA. We also hear
from Caroline Prior, Global NBD Director,
on some of the exciting opportunities
that she is leading. Delivering on our
leadership responsibilities, we bring you
a regular review of the markets and take
a look at some of the factors affecting
the global position for MMA.
Finally, we were delighted when
WestWood agreed to feature in our
customer profile. It’s a business that
believes passionately in innovation
and continues to push the boundaries
of MMA in its surfacing technologies.
Please enjoy and share your thoughts;
email me: peter.snodgrass@lucite.com
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Safety
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Sustainability

Wildlife; all in a day’s
work.
Our MMA plant in Beaumont, Texas
sits within an 800-acre area known as
the Big Thicket. In recent months LI’s
Environmental Manager has re-homed
a swarm of bees, partnered with a local
firm to remove six large alligators to
an education centre, dealt safely with
raccoons to stop them interrupting
power; snakes, otters, coyotes, bobcats,
mink and more all have to be managed
too to protect our people and the safe,
efficient running of the site. Hop over
the Atlantic to Cassel, UK and we
learn about how reed beds are being
considered to manage site effluent to
minimise our impact on the environment
(see page 14). Together we’re shaping a
safer, more sustainable world.

Our Occupational Safety report for
2015 highlighted that LI employees and
contractors worked 6m hours with a
Classified Injury Rate of 0.08/100,000
hours and a Lost Time Injury Rate of
0.03/100,000 hours – both world-class
performances. However, with a recent
dip in performance we need to do even
better. Encouraging LI people to drive
towards the ‘zero harm’ goal, Global
SHE Manager, Alan Marsh said: “We
must focus on the basics and achieve
one day at a time. Identify and manage
risks; know and follow rules.”
More about SHE performance: lyn.hatch@lucite.com
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Awards

Royal Society of
Chemistry (RSC) Award
2016.
Dr David Johnson, who has worked
for LI for almost 40 years, is the 2016
RSC Applied Catalysis Award winner.
David received the award for his
seminal contribution to the invention
of Alpha technology and to the catalytic
innovation underpinning this successful
commercial process used to create
MMA from ethylene, methanol and
carbon monoxide. The biennial award
recognises an individual for creativity
and excellence in novel approaches or
use of catalysis in industry. While LI’s
Alpha technology plant in Singapore
continues to operate efficiently,
SAMAC, a JV between MRC and Sabic, is
constructing a second Alpha technology
plant in KSA.
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Contemporary cool.
Perspex® Polar Frost acrylic is used for
this impressive illuminated reception
wall at a central London office. Supplied
by Perspex Distribution Ltd, approved
fabricator, Inplas worked with Signcraft
to design and fit the installation, which
was commissioned as part of a plan to
attract companies seeking a prestigious
London HQ. Perspex® Polar Frost offers
up to 60% light transmission, making it
ideal for light diffusion while maintaining
a high light output.
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Technology
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Charity

Charity run, jump
and bake!
LI’s Cassel team has been busy with its
community work raising funds for at
least five charities. Cassel ladies ran the
Middlesbrough 5k Race for Life in aid
of Cancer Research. Simon Wood, MM8
operator, complete a tandem parachute
jump in memory of work colleague,
Colin Horner – he dedicated funds to
St Cuthbert’s Hospice, which cared for
Colin. Ending on a sweet note, a baking
competition saw more Cassel ladies raise
money for Butterwick Hospice Care,
while donations for cakes to celebrate
Queen Elizabeth’s 90th birthday all also
went to Cancer Research.

People

Winning apprentices.

President’s Award.
The Heat Recovery project at our
Singapore Alpha MMA plant has won
MRC President’s Award for ‘Most
Outstanding KAITEKI’. The award
recognises exceptional achievement
in innovation and originality in tackling
workplace challenges. The Singapore
government has awarded a SG$4m
capital grant in recognition of energy
usage reduction and sustainability
benefits. The Alpha plant also won the
‘Best Practices’ category of the Energy
Efficiency National Partnership Awards
2016 run by the National Environment
Agency of Singapore

Products
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Products

Cover story.
The new pedestrian bridge joining
Weinberg-Park and Optikpark over the
river Havel in Rathenow, Germany is
protected with MMA-based coatings
made by our customer, WestWood (see
page 05).

Cassel-based apprentices shone this
summer: Process Science Apprentice of
the Year went to Tom Patrick, who has
joined the production team to continue
his training. Congratulations also go
to five more production technicians
who are among the first in the UK to
pass the new Science Manufacturing
Technician Apprenticeship (L3) with
high standards. LI’s Jess Bell has
played a key role as part of the national
Trailblazer Group commissioned by the
Dept for Business & Skills in developing
the new Apprenticeship Standard,
which is designed to meet the needs of
employers in the science industry.
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Awards

Shaping the future;
gold award.
LI and The Allotment design consultancy
beat stiff competition from global
brands, such as McDonalds, ING and
BMW to win ‘Best Execution of the
Employer Brand’ at the Annual Brand
Management Awards in London. They
also won ‘Best short-term campaign’ for
the work on ‘Shaping the future’, which
launched as an internal engagement
campaign earlier this year.
More: http://bit.ly/2c7PWC0
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A leader in the industry

Going Further for Customers

Lucite International Monomers

Lucite International Monomers

01 Geno Bank undergound
carpark, Essen features
high performance
liquid resin technology
to provide long-term
protection for the
surfaces.

Taking a closer look at The Markets
Malcolm Kidd
Business Director
Monomers EMEA

We are passionate about adding
value to our customers and
industry partners in the merchant
market. To be effective means
continually investing time and
energy into understanding the
marketplace dynamics. Our local
representatives together with our
world-class business systems
provide us with the reliable
information to do just that. This
regular review is also published
online at www.luciteinternational.
com/monomers/eame.

A change of direction
At the time of writing for the previous issue
of FF (March 2016), the MMA market was
emerging from a pronounced fall-off in
demand (de-stocking) and a corresponding
reduction in market pricing. While it seemed
at the time that the market was becoming
more balanced, it was early days. Moving
on almost six months it is clear that this was
indeed the start of a change of direction, and
the market certainly feels very different at
this moment in time than it did then.
Sustained demand
Since the start of 2016, demand from the
plastics segment (pMMA, and cast and
extruded sheet) has been strong. Initially
this was believed to be largely due to the
requirement for re-stocking throughout
the downstream chain, but demand
has continued to be healthy with the
construction, automotive and retail sectors
all contributing positively. The outlook is also
continuing to be quite positive.
The surface coatings segment typically
experiences peak demand during the
months of March to July, and has also
performed well this year; perhaps not
reaching the maximum monthly demand
seen in some previous years, but being
consistent and certainly sustained over
04
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this period. And the outlook is that it will
continue to perform well (compared to
previous years) for at least the next few
months. Demand in this segment in Europe
can be heavily influenced by the weather,
as the majority of derivative products are
used for exterior applications. While there
continues to be much variety in the weather
from week to week and from location to
location, it has been much more favourable
recently compared to the wetter start to the
year, which has been a positive.
Therefore, overall, for the first six months
of the year, the merchant MMA market in
the EMEA region is estimated to be running
almost 3% ahead of the same period in
2015, and with a positive outlook for the
remainder of the year.

occurred over the last 12 months. Economic
sentiment is still not strong, and the outcome
of the UK vote on Brexit has not helped in
this area. Concern therefore remains on
the slightly longer time horizon as to how
markets can develop and demand will grow.
Although Sterling has been significantly
weakened, the Euro/US$ rate has remained
relatively stable, and this is a key factor
for determining the relative balance of EU
imports and exports. Crude oil prices have
recovered from the depths reached in Q1 to
the range of $40-$50/bbl. As a consequence
feedstock costs for the manufacture of MMA
have risen accordingly during this period.
Since then the oil price has continued to
oscillate within this range. For now, at least,
things look relatively stable on this front.

Supply side issues
Recently the supply side has been suffering
from a number of unplanned outages at
various facilities around the world. Technical
problems and lack of feedstock availability
have resulted in reduced production
capabilities at some assets, some of which
are taking months to be fully resolved. These
issues, along with the demand picture,
have turned the previously balanced market
into one of tightness where inventories will
continue to be low for a period of time.

Outlook
The short-term outlook is that the current
market dynamics seem set to continue for
some months to come. Looking to the longer
term, and into next year, is more difficult.
New MMA capacity is planned to come
on line in Asia and the Middle East, which
will change the dynamics and the flow of
product within the industry. However, and as
we are seeing, the demand for methacrylate
monomers and their derivatives continues to
grow ahead of GDP growth, which requires
the industry to invest in new and efficient
capacity. It will be interesting to give an
update in six month’s time on what changes
we have seen in the MMA market in the next
issue of FreeFlow.

Economic factors
The general economic landscape is not
too volatile at the moment; certainly not
when compared to the changes that have

The Waterproofing and Surfacing Company

Downstream MMA use in a mature market (%)
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Quality +
Experience =
WestWood

Cast acrylic sheet for glazing, signs, lighting,
fabrication and sanitary ware.
PMMA for auto, medical, optical, point
of sale, light transmission, sound barriers.
Surface coatings, acrylic latex, lacquers,
adhesives and enamels.
Resins for speciality chemicals and
coatings.
Impact modifiers and processing aids for
rigid PVC window and other profiles.
Composite sinks, solid surface.

WestWood is a family owned business established in Petershagen, Germany in 1999.
From the very beginning the founders set out to develop and sell superior, efficient
and reliable PMMA-based surfacing technologies that provide lasting protection to
structures of all kinds. Today, with its own research and development facilities the
business is a pioneer of liquid resin technology and operates in Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, UK, Benelux, Italy and the USA. FreeFlow talks to WestWood Board Member,
Herr Prößdorf, about the company and its work with these clever, high performing,
liquid acrylic-based resins.
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Going Further for Customers
Lucite International Monomers

01 Rathenow near Berlin; a
350m long footpath, which
opened to the public in
2015, has a surface which
uses a liquid resin system
solutions.
02 The Bildungswerk
Witten/Hattingen GmbH
satellite-based learning
centre features a dome
sealed with a bespoke
acrylic based system.
03 The tile-finish giving the
‘look and feel’ of a tiled
surface but with optimum
easy maintainance.
04 Herr Ralf Prößdorf, Board
Member at WestWood.
01

How would you describe your
company?
RP: The most straightforward answer is to
say that we’re one of the leading names
in advanced cold applied liquid roofing,
waterproofing and surfacing systems. We
are also passionate about staying at the
forefront of liquid applied technology for
construction, refurbishment and renovation
projects, which we do through our ongoing
research and development programme.
However, WestWood’s tagline, ‘Quality and
Experience’ really does say it all! We feel it
is our responsibility to develop high-quality
products and solutions and then deliver
these to our customers using our many
years of proven, practical experience to
ensure they perform effectively.
Tell us about your role in the company?
RP: As a member of the Board I am
responsible for production, logistics,
purchasing and customer service.
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Why do you choose to work with LI?
RP: Lucite International (LI) is the world’s
largest supplier of MMA, and we associate
the company with guaranteed quality and
delivery reliability.
How does WestWood approach
innovation?
RP: In addition to the on-going development
of our core business, which centres on
waterproofing and surfacing systems to
render surfaces and structural components
on balconies, flat roofs and multi-storey
car parks impermeable to water, we are
widening the term ‘innovation’ by involving
our customers directly in the research
and development process and this works
to our mutual advantage. In addition, we
support our customers with the application
of our products, from marketing to active
involvement, by employing a modular
marketing system.

How does that fit with the wider
sustainability agenda?
RP: When WestWood was founded in 1999
our decision-making processes took ethical
factors into account. This has become a
permanent element of our company policy
and remains a cornerstone of our corporate
philosophy. Furthermore, as a manufacturer
of chemical speciality products, WestWood
is aware of its ecological responsibility. To
cut down on waste, for instance, WestWood
delivers its products to construction sites
in 1,000-litre containers. In the last four
years alone, we have avoided creating 20tes
or 16,000 tins of waste metal. And in our
production facility, large activated-carbon
filters combine with a heat recovery system
to help minimise odour emissions and
energy consumption.
Where do you see the biggest growth
opportunities right now?
RP: Our biggest single opportunity continues
to be waterproofing for multi-storey car
parks – no matter where they are in the
world.
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Our biggest single
opportunity
continues to be
waterproofing for
multi-storey car
parks – no matter
where they are in
the world.

What do you value most about
working with LI?
RP: The professional way in which our
orders are dealt with is very important to us.
I’d particularly like to mention compliance
with delivery dates and quantities as well as
completeness of documentation.
Tell us about your focus markets and
what makes them attractive?
RP: Ever since its foundation, the company’s
biggest focus has been Germany. Given the
economic potential, this is unlikely to change
in the foreseeable future. However, it is
also encouraging that our efforts in markets
outside of Europe, such as the USA, are now
beginning to deliver dividends.
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like to make use of our additional services,
such as contractor approval and specific
site support. So as far as we are concerned,
selling a product does not end with delivery
of the order; in actual fact, that’s when it
really starts.
How do think doing business will
change in the next few years?
RP: In the course of advancing digitisation,
we are improving and automating additional
business processes. This applies especially
to our standard products. It has freed
us up to devote more time to personal
contacts and advice. After all, no amount of
digitisation can replace personal contact and
on-site advice.

What about your approach to
marketing?
RP: As soon as a product is regarded
as comparable or even interchangeable,
to something the customer experienced
previously, we treat this as the starting
point for successful marketing. Beyond
the actual product benefits, our customers
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A leader in the industry
Lucite International Monomers

TREND

factors

One of the most critical requirements of Lucite
International’s (LI) role as a leading supplier
of methacrylates is to understand the markets
in which our customers operate. This means
having a comprehensive understanding of
the current environment as well as access to
meaningful data that we can use to accurately
forecast the future landscape of our industry.
Our Global Planning Manager, Neil Armitage,
has been with LI for 37 years and plays a
key part in forecasting for our business. In
this article, Neil shares some of the factors
affecting both the short- and long-term outlook
for us. While they relate to the MMA industry,
no doubt you will recognise that many will
impact your own operations too.

Demand/Growth
Monitoring mega trends and the fast-paced
demographic change, which is transforming
the world economy, is essential to predict the
direction of our business. At LI, we look at
growth in numerous ways. Taking a market
segment, we consider overall size, differing rates
of growth, and the amount of acrylic content
each application has. What are we seeing
right now?
• MMA growth rate close to 2% for 2016 in
EMEA, 3%+ globally
• Turkey and Middle East fastest growing
areas in EMEA, particularly in downstream,
higher-value product sectors
• Construction, surface coatings, automotive,
signage, lighting sectors all performing well.
The asset-plan-do-review model

Assess

Review

Plan

Do
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The assess-plan-do-review
FreeFlow
model — October 2016
A simple but effective, the
assess-plan-do-review model is something we use all the time to help stay

This simple but
effective model is
something we use
all the time to help
stay ahead in our
dynamic industry
and rapidly
changing world.

Legislation
REACH, New EU/global regulations

Sustainability
Recyclability, Energy efficiency

Keeping abreast of legislative changes and their impact
on our industry and on our customers is essential;
REACH, VOC legislation in coatings or product life
cycle - nothing stands still for long. Remember the
changes in EU VOC legislation almost a decade ago?
These boosted the use of methacrylates in water borne
coatings and acrylic resins continue to be an important
component of coatings technology as a consequence.

From a relative unknown term in our vocabulary a decade ago to a
well-understood concept and driver today, sustainability is here to stay.
We appreciate the need to balance care and respect for the planet with our
businesses’ growth aspirations - ethical practices are expected widely by the
consumer. How is this playing out in our industry today? Here are a couple
of examples:
• A general focus towards recyclability in the plastics sector has the potential
to impact demand for virgin material, product selection, supply chains etc.
• Innovative coating solutions are being developed to tackle the challenges
of today’s world – from marine coatings to help ships reduce fuel
consumption to solar reflective paints.

Legislation

Sustainability

Speed of technology advancement
Rapid change, Entry of new products
Whatever industry you are in, technology will
influence decision-making. Be it advancement
through automation, development that leads to
the introduction of new products (eg. demand
for domestic LCD screens drove a rapid rise
in MMA demand – particularly in Asia), or the
way consumer decision making happens and
purchasing is carried out. At LI, we are seeing:
• C4 and Alpha technologies being preferred
for new MMA investment, except in China
• ACH technology accounting for around
60% of global MMA production by 2020,
compared to 80% in 2000.

Globalisation
Competing materials & technologies

Speed of
technology
advancement

Coatings
Plastics
Niche

Increasing routes
to market

Increasing routes to market
On-line transactions, New players
The Internet has revolutionised our lives at work and at home.
Consumers have more choice than ever before and with knowledge
at their fingertips they are empowered and able to make decisions
quickly. How we respond to this will dictate our future. Today,
we’re seeing:
• New players can establish themselves rapidly online, traditional
outlets, eg. DIY sheds face aggressive competition
• Globalisation brings greater access to, and movement of
products, and with it, increased competition and choice
• New assets will change the flow of MMA between regions and
the introduction of larger assets will change the dynamics.

Globalisation

Industry
consolidation

The global nature of business means that no region operates in isolation.
Changes in one region (eg. China’s slow down or Brexit) can quickly impact another.
For example:
• Our industry felt the effects of the Asian market decline in 2015 – see our Market
Review on page 4 for the latest imports situation and the effect on supply
• Customers are investing both organically and via M&A to expand in, or even into
regions where they have not historically been present.
The EMEA region’s distinctiveness from country to country has the potential to
impact industries overnight; take, for example:
• Legislative changes
• Political situation
• Labour disputes
• GDP in country.

Industry consolidation
Mergers & acquisitions, Cost competitiveness
Remaining competitive in a globalised world where cost
pressures are ever present continues to lead to closures,
consolidation and acquisitions.
• The trend in MMA production, as in many others, is towards
cost efficient assets (brought through scale and technology)
with the rationalisation of smaller, higher-cost units
• Leading paint companies have been active in M&A recently
• Venture capitalists are becoming more active in the resins
industry - particularly investing in new assets for coatings.

Tell us what you think

We are constantly monitoring the effects of
mega trends, such as urbanisation, and their
effects on demand for goods and services using
methacrylates. And we are collaborating with our
NBD team, and multiple partners to bring new
products to the market. Do get in touch - we
would be delighted to support your business as it
considers the ‘trend factors’ and what direction
you take next. Email: lyn.hatch@lucite.com
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Investors in Innovation

01 It makes us proud to
look back at the original
view of our Alpha plant in
Singapore; picture taken
April 2008.

Lucite International Monomers

Alpha MMA
An award-winning story
For anyone who does not
already know, Alpha is the
name given to the most recently
established patented technology
for manufacturing MMA (the
alternative technologies being
ACH and C4). The Alpha
programme began in the early
1990s with the development of a
catalyst at Lucite International’s
(LI) R&D Centre in Wilton, UK.
Once chemically proven, it moved
to a 24/7 pilot plant operation
that is still running today,
continually testing advances and
improvements. With LI’s Alpha
1 plant in Singapore having
now operated successfully for
over eight years and Alpha 2 in
progress, FreeFlow takes a look at
the Alpha journey and hears from
the Alpha 2 project team in various
parts of the world.

By 2005, design of the first world-scale
Alpha plant was underway. Singapore was
identified as the ideal location to develop
a first-in-class plant with the availability of
excellent engineering and site synergies.
The Wilton-based Alpha team focused
on proving the technology and, in 2008,
Alpha 1 started-up immediately and quite
quickly established a production rate of
135ktpa of MMA. The core team at Wilton
has continued to support the Singapore
operation including enhancements such as
the recently deployed Heat Recovery project
(which won this year’s MRC President’s
Award for Most Outstanding KAITEKI – see
page 02).
After the successful start-up at LI in
Singapore, the Alpha programme focused
on one of the major advantages offered
by the technology - scale. The result was
the decision by MRC and SABIC to create
a JV company to construct Alpha 2 in
Jubail, Saudi Arabia. The remit was to take
10
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Project Engineer,
based Taipei,
Taiwan

Matthew Pearson

01

advantage of economic feedstocks with
minimum technology change. Plant design
copied Alpha 1, scaling only by a factor of
two, and adjusted for the extreme climatic
conditions of a Middle East location – low
risk for the Wilton team now boosted by
Singapore engineers.
The international nature of chemical
design saw the team move from Wilton to
Madrid and finally to Taipei; movement from
one design office to another is common
in large projects as they progress through
defined phases. Matthew Pearson, Project
Engineer, describes a typical day in Taipei
(see opposite).
With design finished and construction
largely being managed by JV partner SABIC,
the role of LI’s Strategic Projects team at
Wilton - with MRC and LI in Singapore’s
support - is to plan the commissioning of
a single stream 250ktpa Alpha MMA plant,
with a side stream of the most advanced
MRC 40ktpa PMMA plant, all due to come

Alpha MMA: a day-in-the-life of…

on stream next year. Some of our key
people are now living in KSA; MMA Project
Manager, Peter Boagey describes a typical
day (see opposite).
In parallel, the Wilton-based Technology
team is focusing on the plant design for
Alpha 3; the aim is to maintain Alpha 2
capacity while continuing to improve the
technology. Yogesh Kulkarni, Lead Process
Engineer, is one of the team members,
who moved from LI in Singapore to the UK
with his family one year ago. He describes
his exciting new role with Alpha to us, (see
opposite).
So, an award-winning technology, born
at our R&D Centre in Wilton 20 years ago,
continues to develop and mature, supported
by an international team of engineers and
chemists able to deploy it cost-effectively
anywhere the raw materials are available.

08:45 Arrive at CTCI (Design/Construction
firm) office, grab a coffee, check the
in-tray for daily transmittals. Assign
each to an owner and copy others.
09:00 Daily catch-up with CTCI’s MMA
Deputy Project Manager and
Engineering Manager.
09:30 Go to CTCI engineering office armed
with 3D model action sheets. Try to
find people named on the sheets
(names all in Chinese characters so
I often have to ask for help!); as a
team we work through the 3000+
actions raised.
11:00 Back to the office to check the
in-tray. As every document received
by SAMAC team has a paper trail,
the tray often has a second pile by
now.
12:00 Lights dimmed, music plays and
most of the Taiwanese CTCI team
eat lunch then sleep at their desks.
I grab some sushi and eat in the
park. If there’s a cultural celebration,
someone from the management team
explains; great for team building and
sharing in each other’s cultures.
13:00 Lights come back on, music gets
louder and the CTCI team regains
consciousness.
13:15 Weekly SAMAC management
meeting covering highlights, look
ahead and issues.
15:30 Grab another coffee, check in-tray,
check emails - often over 100 a day.
16:00 Weekly call with Dynea (Formalin
licensor) always starts with a chat
about the weather; it’s sunny here,
it’s raining/snowing there!
17:00 Back to the CTCI engineering office
with more 3D model action sheets.
Office is still a hive of activity - most
will be there for many hours yet.
19:30 Leave the office only half joking when
say: “I’m treating myself to an early
finish!”

20:00 I’m just 5 mins walk from the office
so I have time to head to the city
to explore restaurants, craft beer
bars or to do archery. None of the
taxi drivers speak English so I have
pictures of addresses written in
Chinese on my phone.

Project Manager
based Jubail, KSA

17:00 Drive back to the accommodation
compound in Jubail city. Always an
interesting journey…
17:00+ Catch up with the family on Skype
and relax watching sport on TV.

Lead Process
Engineer, based
Wilton R&D
Centre, UK

Yogesh Kulkarni
Peter Boagey
06:45 Arrive at the construction site
in Jubail. Catch up with the
construction management team to
see what has happened overnight
and discuss current issues, catch up
with overnight emails from CTCI in
Taiwan and the LI team in Singapore.
08:00 Weekly joint safety walk-through on
site with representatives of SAMAC,
CTCI, their subcontractors and the
Project Management team. Discuss
safety issues with the team on site,
highlight positive performance and
identify deficiencies and areas for
improvement.
10:00 Meeting with the utility provider’s
team to assess progress, current
interface activities, plan ahead for
commissioning. Site tour to see
progress and compare projects.
12:00 Lunch in the Ibn Sina canteen, catch
up with colleagues; excellent food Wednesday is a particular favourite
as the dessert is Um Ali (Google it!).
13:00 Meeting with the PMMA project and
construction team to assess the
detailed plan for its completion and
any interface or resource constraints
with MMA.
15:00 Visit equipment storage area to meet
the team and check the equipment is
being properly stored in the arduous
desert conditions.
16:00 Call with the UK to discuss project
costs to-date.

It’s a bright, warm start on a summer’s day
in Wilton, home for a year now for my family
and me and we’re well settled! The great
thing about working in Wilton is there is
no typical working day; every day there’s
something new. The current work is very
exciting and rewarding as we are all working
to enhance the value of Alpha technology.
Lots of ideas have been generated to make
Alpha technology robust to withstand
difficult business environments. I have been
working on few of those.
In Wilton, I’m working among very
talented and experienced engineers and
chemists. All the senior colleagues here are
very helpful and open to discussion, which
helps me tremendously. The very open
culture at Wilton where ideas are discussed
and debated freely helps us develop a cost
effective and technically efficient engineering
solution for future Alpha plants.
Apart from Alpha 3, Alpha 2 construction
is going through a critical phase. Sometimes,
I provide support to the CTCI/SAMAC team
answering queries or clarifications.
I normally work till 5:30pm leaving me
time to enjoy the sun and the Olympic
games in the evening.
I always hoped to get an opportunity
to spend some time with the creators of
Alpha in Wilton to help me understand the
roots and future of the technology. And I am
getting much more than I imagined every
day here, in Wilton!
I’m sure the work the Strategic Projects
team and I do will yield great value for Alpha
technology, keeping it ahead in the MMA
business.
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Promoters of Methacrylate Systems
Lucite International Monomers

Shaping
the future
Phil Bailey, General Manager
EMEA introduces our feature on
the programme of work Lucite
International (LI) is leading to help
shape a more sustainable future.

Phil began: “Ensuring our business is as
cost competitive as possible is an essential
element of Lucite International’s (LI) business
strategy. It is critical to enable us to achieve
our goal of supplying customers in a way
that enables them to grow their businesses
while allowing us to continue to invest in
our own. In particular, the asset-intensive
nature of our industry requires us to ensure
that our facilities are always at the heart of
our strategic investment programme and, of
course, this is underpinned by our core value
commitment to develop and encourage our
people to be all they can be.
“We recognise that the volatility of the
global economy creates an increasingly
challenging environment, but equally
that this gives our industry a series of
fantastic opportunities to grow. In order to
maximize our chances of success, LI has
been investing resource across its global
operations to re-evaluate how we can be
better, more collaborative, more effective
partners for our customers and for our
wider supply chain. There are a number
of initiatives underway but all of these
come together with the unifying idea that
together, we will help to shape the future –
a future that is consistent with our KAITEKI
philosophy.
“Sustainability is a key requirement, which
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means our strategies are geared around
driving our cost base down while growing
opportunities for methacrylates; extending
what we do already, finding new markets
for existing products and match-making
the performance and aesthetic qualities of
methacrylates with the unmet needs that
exist in the world today. These are exciting
times and I’m delighted to share some of the
fantastic work currently underway.”
Together, we’ll shape ideas for
methacrylates
First, growing opportunities - Caroline Prior,
Global New Business Development Director
explained: “It’s been a fascinating 12
months for our team. We’ve held numerous
customer ideation sessions, prioritised new
ideas and engaged in customer discovery,
which have resulted in a pipeline of projects
that will deliver new ways of working with
methacrylates. Some of these have now
moved from lab prototyping to production
trials and we hope to have our first sales by
the end of 2016.
“One of our key learnings is that new
business development is truly a collaborative
process; whether that’s with a university
to understand the implications of the latest
research; with a start-up to understand
emerging potential, or working together with
customers to understand their needs.
“We’re always eager to test our initial
ideas - talking to customers to better
understand their problems and determine
whether our proposed value proposition
matches their needs. We’re also keen to find
early adopters willing to partner with us to

01 Phil Bailey, General Manager
EMEA.
02 The award winning employee
engagement campaign features
hand drawn illustrations and
brightly coloured visual links to
LI’s products.
03 The Company’s value statements
describe how LI people can help
‘shape the future’.

LI has been
investing resource
across its global
operations to
re-evaluate how we
can be better, more
collaborative, more
effective partners
for our customers
and for our wider
supply chain.
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test the solution and support development
through to commercialization. If you are
interested in learning more about shaping
the future using methacrylates, I’d love to
hear from you: caroline.prior@lucite.com
Together, we’ll shape a closer, more
connected business
Next we heard from S&OP Manager, Alistair
Briggs on some interesting work to further
streamline internal processes, freeing-up
more time for shaping closer, even more
collaborative relationships with customers.
Alistair summarised the key continuous
improvement activities into four areas:
1 Comprehensive review of the entire
‘order to payment’ process
2 Streamlining of the customer commercial
processes
3 Development of a more customer-centric
approach to complaints

4 Thorough review of supply chains to
shape enhanced service delivery.
If you’d like to know more about any of these
areas where we are working to improve the
way in which we work with you, the please
get in touch: alistair.briggs@lucite.com
Together, we’ll shape closer relationships
with our customers
Finally, Peter Snodgrass, EMEA Sales
Director added his thoughts on the exciting
process that the team is going through as
they help shape the future together. He said:
“The methacrylates market in the EMEA
region is always evolving and will certainly
continue to be dynamic and fast-moving,
which is one of the things we love about
it! In order to deliver our promise to lead
and inspire, and to remain the most reliable
partner for customers, we are re-aligning our
team. The new ‘Monomers Selling Team’ will
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‘go live’ on October 1, and the sales team
has already begun to communicate the detail
of this to customers. Our success to-date
has been built on a foundation of strong
company values, continued investment in all
of our resources, deployment of innovative
technologies and, of course, the success of
our customers. We value your business and
look forward to continuing our partnership;
together we’ll build on our passion for
methacrylates and work together to help
shape an exciting, sustainable future.”

If you would like to know more about Shaping the Future,
contact: lyn.hatch@lucite.com
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Sustainable Development
Lucite International Monomers

01 Amanda Buck, Environment,
Energy and Sustainability
Manager at Cassel site.

Natural solutions

Reed Beds at a glance
Example of a
horizontal flow bed

Inflow providing an even
distribution of effluent
across the cell

As a chemical company,
sustainability has always
been a key area for Lucite
International. In order to achieve
our long-term goal of becoming
the world’s lowest environmental
impact producer of MMA, we
are constantly reviewing our
operations and trying to identify
ways to reduce both the amount
and impact of our waste and
energy consumption. In this issue
of FreeFlow we talk to Amanda
Buck, Environment, Energy and
Sustainability Manager at our
Cassel site, to hear about the work
she’s being doing to investigate
the feasibility of using reed
beds as a means of helping to
enhance the site’s environmental
performance.

Amanda explained: “Over the past few
years, we’ve been investigating a number
of different effluent treatment options to
reduce nitrogen and organic discharges from
our operations to meet new consent limits
that are being introduced by the EU. We
concluded that one of the most appropriate
options to consider, in terms of a combined
environmental/cost benefit, would be the
use of reed bed treatment technology. Using
reed beds as a natural, living resource in
this way is also consistent with our KAITEKI
philosophy. The next step is to set up a
reed bed technology pilot plant on site to
fully evaluate whether it will indeed help us
to improve our performance and meet the
requirements of the EU Industrial Emissions
Directive.”
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Could the existing Billingham reed beds
provide a solution?
ICI commissioned some reed beds at
Billingham in the early 90’s to treat effluent
from the amines plant. The amines plant
has since closed and the reed beds were
bought by a private company. The beds are
currently under-utilised so LI approached
the owners regarding their suitability for
Cassel Site effluent. It became immediately
clear that the existing beds did not have the
capacity to cope with all the Cassel effluent
requiring treatment and so some new beds
would be required.

Using reed beds as
a natural, living
resource in this way
is also consistent
with our KAITEKI
philosophy.

Beginning in the lab
Amanda continued: “Our first step was to
carry out a lab-scale test where samples of
effluent were sent off to a lab and introduced
to reeds kept under artificial lighting (to
ensure they responded in the same way
regardless of the time of year). The main
purpose of the initial test was to establish
if the effluent proved toxic to the reeds. A
number of toxicity indicators were used
as well as different types of growth media.
We were delighted to find that the results
confirmed the effluent streams are not
toxic to the reeds, which encouraged us to
consider a pilot plant.”
Next step, pilot plant planning
Planning for phase two of the reed bed
trials is now underway. The main aim of this
phase is to establish a reed bed treatment
system design to meet the discharge limit
requirements for Cassel. This on-site trial
will also provide the information required
to allow full assessment of the reed bed
treatment option.
The pilot plant will consist of an effluent
storage tank and two reed bed containers.
Effluent will first be pumped into a storage
tank where it will be neutralised and then
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fed forward to the two reed bed containers
on a continuous basis. The effluent will then
pass through the reed beds and the treated
solution will be returned to the pumping pit.
As a final step, batches of effluent will be
analysed 3-5 times per week by an external
partner and adjustments to the reed bed
flowrates will be made if necessary (see
diagram opposite).
Pilot plant reed bed containers
Two customised skips are being used for
the trial to allow for an evaluation of varying
hydraulic configurations; one skip will be
installed with horizontal flow pipework, and
the other with vertical flow pipework. The
configuration of the containers has been
chosen to replicate a full-scale system.
Initially water will be passed through the
beds until a working liquid level has been
established and the beds have settled,
before gradually introducing effluent.
What’s next?
Amanda explained: “Following the trial
period, we will be able to estimate the size
and cost of the reed beds that we need.
Depending on the economics and the area
we require we will then consider our options
for moving to the next stage. If we do decide
to go ahead with creating new reed beds, we
may take a phased approach as we would
be looking at an approximate timeframe of
18 months from construction to the beds
working efficiently. I look forward to sharing
news of how we progress via the EMEA
Monomers blog – follow it here for automatic
updates”: http://blog.methacrylatemonomers.com

Full details of this and the trial program are available from
amanda.buck@lucite.com

Dense litter layer
Soil, sand or gravel
subsurface system

Bed slope
of 0.1%

Gravel

What is a reed bed?
- A biological wastewater treatment
system suitable for domestic and
industrial waste water treatment
- A natural alternative to chemical
treatment
What types are there?
- Horizontal flow beds where effluent
is added to the surface of the growth
media, usually a mixture of soil, sand
and gravel, at one end of the bed and
moves across the bed before being
discharged at the other end
- Vertical flow beds where effluent is
distributed across the top surface,
moves down through the deeper layers
of the growth media and it is collected
by pipes at the bottom of the bed

Treated
effluent

Advantages
- Reduces biological oxygen demand,
suspended solids, ammonia, nitrates,
and even metal in waste water
- Sustainable
- Quick and easy to build
- Cost effective both in terms of capital
and operating cost
- Low maintenance and energy use
- Can be gravity driven and cope with
varying effluent flows and strengths
- Provide a habitat for local wildlife
consistent with Cassel’s Biodiversity
Action Plan
Disadvantages
- A large footprint compared to other
forms of biological treatments
- Testing before use is highly important
to ensure the effluent is not toxic to the
plants and to allow the optimum design
to be produced
- Takes 12-18 months for the reeds
to become established and reach
optimum treatment levels once planted
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Lucite International
products in use

We value your opinion
We would very much like to know what you think of FreeFlow. If you have a particular
area of interest or would like to see a particular issue covered next time, please do let us
know by emailing comments to: lyn.hatch@lucite.com
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All information or advice provided in this Magazine is intended to be general in nature and you should not rely on it in
connection with the making of any decisions. Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited and the companies within the
Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited group of companies try to ensure that all information provided in this Magazine
is correct at the time of inclusion but does not guarantee the accuracy of such information. Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite
Group Limited and the companies within the Mitsubishi Rayon Lucite Group Limited group of companies are not liable
for any action you may take as a result of relying on the information or advice within the Magazine nor for any loss or
damage suffered by you arising therefrom.
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A stunning interpretation
of mountains, land and sea
featuring our products
has been installed at
Keelung railway station
in Taipei.

